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May 29, 2018, Mumbai, India: For the first time in history, Team India, presided by Chef Soundararajan P,

Corporate Executive Chef at Mahindra Holidays, won the ‘Special Plate Prize’ at the recently concluded Bocuse

d’Or – Asia Pacific 2018, also known as the Chef Olympics, held at the Guangzhou Baiyun International

Convention Centre. The Asia Pacific round saw the Indian team, comprising of Chef Soundararajan P

(president), Chef Ranjit Debnath (candidate), Chef Abhijit Saha (coach) and Chef Aheer Biswas (commis),

outshine other nations in the special platter round.

Organized as a pre-curser to the Grand Finale of Bocuse d’Or to be held in France in January 2019, the event

witnessed participation from twelve countries including Australia, China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia,

New Zealand, Singapore, South Korea, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Vietnam.

“This win is a testament to Indian culinary art and expertise”, said Soundararajan P, Corporate Executive

Chef Mahindra Holidays and Resorts India Ltd. “The competition saw participation from the best chefs in

Asia, and this prestigious prize is evidence of the brilliant skills of our chefs.”

The winning entry, prepared by Chef Ranjit Debnath, was inspired by India’s national bird – Peacock. Under

the guidance of Chef Soundararajan, the team successfully exemplified the splendour and elegance of the

national bird. Served in sterling silver, the special plate included a kale and salame milano rolled veal loin; veal

tortellini a la samosa; ricotta stuffed morel; truffle oil-infused red wine jus and cherry glazed foie gras parfait.

Congratulating the team, Mr. Kavinder Singh, MD & CEO, Mahindra Holidays, stated, “Heartiest

congratulations to Chef Soundararajan and Team India for winning this prestigious award. This win is a

testament to the great culinary skills of our Chefs and demonstrates our ability to compete and win at a global

level. I am confident that this will serve as an inspiration to all aspiring Chefs across the country and we hope to



win many such laurels going forward.”

Introduced in 1987 to commemorate Chef of the Century Paul Bocuse, Bocuse d’Or is the world’s most

esteemed culinary competition. The event purposes to bring together 24 most promising young chefs from all

over the world, the best talents of their generation, and have them prepare outstanding dishes live before an

enthusiastic audience. The winning dishes are selected by a jury composed of the most illustrious chefs on the

planet.

Bocuse d'Or now features nearly sixty national and continental contests over a two-year cycle, all leading to the

culmination in the world final in France.

About MHRIL (Mahindra Holidays & Resorts India Limited)

Mahindra Holidays & Resorts India Limited (MHRIL), India’s leading player in the leisure hospitality industry,

offers quality family holidays primarily through vacation ownership memberships. While Club Mahindra is the

flagship brand, the other brands offered by the company are – Club Mahindra Fundays and Svaastha Spa.

As on March 31, 2018, MHRIL has ~235K vacation ownership members and operates 55 resorts across India

and abroad and its subsidiary, Holiday Club Resorts Oy, Finland, a leading vacation ownership company in

Europe has ~ 50K members and 33 resorts across Finland, Sweden and Spain.

Visit us at www.clubmahindra.com.

About Mahindra Group

The Mahindra Group is a USD 19 billion federation of companies that enables people to rise through innovative

mobility solutions, driving rural prosperity, enhancing urban living, nurturing new businesses and fostering

communities. It has a leadership position in utility vehicles, information technology, financial services and

vacation ownership in India and is the world’s largest tractor company, by volume. It also enjoys a strong

presence in agribusiness, components, commercial vehicles, consulting services, energy, industrial equipment,

logistics, real estate, steel, aerospace, defence and two wheelers. Headquartered in India, Mahindra employs

over 200,000 people across 100 countries.
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General Manager, Group Communications
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Tel: +91 22 2490 5943
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